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ABSTRACT. A topological space is said to be totally paracompact (resp. to-

tally metacompact) if every open base of it has a locally finite (resp. point-

finite) subcover. In this paper we characterize all totally paracompact GO-

spaces constructed on the real line. It turns out that in the class of GO-spaces

on the real line, total paracompactness and total metacompactness are equiva-

lent. Another consequence of our characterization is that totally metacompact

GO-spaces on the real line are metrizable. Questions and partial results are

given concerning total paracompactness in subspaces of real GO-spaces.

A topological space is said to be totally paracompact [Fo] (totally metacompact)

if every base of it has a locally finite subcover (point-finite subcover).

R. Telgarsky and H. Kok [TK] showed that the Michael Line [M] was not to-

tally paracompact. In [Le] A. Lelek asked if the Sorgenfrey Line [S] was totally

paracompact. This question was answered negatively by J. M. O'Farrell [OFjJ

using a technique that showed neither the Sorgenfrey Line nor the Michael Line is

totally metacompact. Since both the Sorgenfrey Line and the Michael Line are real

GO-spaces the following questions naturally arise:

1. What GO-spaces on the real line are totally metacompact or even totally

paracompact?

2. Is total metacompactness equivalent to total paracompactness in real GO-

spaces?

In general the answer to Question 2 is no, since Heath's "V-space" [H] is totally

metacompact and not (totally) paracompact.

In this paper it will be shown that total metacompactness and total paracompact-

ness are equivalent in real GO-spaces. Moreover, we shall completely characterize

all totally paracompact real GO-spaces in Theorem 2.3. From this characterization

it follows that totally paracompact real GO-spaces are metrizable.

Recall that a linearly ordered topological space (=LOTS) is a linearly ordered

set X equipped with the usual open interval topology. If < is the linear order on

X then a subset C of X is order convex if whenever a and b are in C such that

a < b, then {x G X\ a < x < b} Ç C. A generalized ordered space (=GO-space) is a

linearly ordered set »quipped with a Ti-topology for which there is a base consisting

of convex sets. GO-spaces have been studied extensively (for example, see [BLi] or
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[BLa]), but the fundamental paper is [Lu].  All undefined GO-space terminology

will follow [Lu].

A GO-space X may be constructed on a LOTS L by suitably altering the topol-

ogy on L so that L is the pairwise disjoint union of subsets R, E, I, and L where

I = {x G X\ {x} is open in X),

R = {x G X — I\ [x, —►) is open in X},

L = {x G X — I\ (<—, x] is open in X}, and

E = X-(RULUl).
In this case X is denoted by GO l(R, E, I,L).

In this paper the interest is in GO-spaces constructed on the real line, that is,

real GO-spaces. They will be denoted by GO(R,E,I,L).

If (X, t) = GO(R,E,I,L) then, as indicated, the GO-topology in X is denoted

by t. Let p denote the usual topology in the real line. Thus if R and Q denote

the real line and the set of rational numbers respectively, then the Michael Line is

GO(0, Q, R - Q, 0) and the Sorgenfrey Line is GO(R, 0,0,0).
Let cl(A) always mean the p-closure of the set A and let \A\ denote the cardinality

of the set A. A p-perfect set A is a nonvoid, p-closed set such that each point of A

is a p-limit point of A. A subset A of R is said to be p-codense if R — A is p-dense.

If A Ç R, let r\A denote the relative r-topology in the set A.

For the subspace (A, r\A) we introduce the following notation.

i(A) = {x G A: {x} is open in r|A};

r(A) = (RnA)-i(A);

1(A) = (L n A) - i(A);

e(A) = Er\A.

Notice that A - e(A) Ç r(A) U 1(A) U i(A).

1. Dense and codense examples.

DEFINITION 1.1. If (R, r) is a GO-space on the real line then a p-perfect subset

C of R is called a DCE (dense and codense example) if i(C) is both p-dense and

p-codense in C.

PROPOSITION 1.2. If C is a p-perfect subset o/R and r(C) (1(C)) is p-dense

in C, then C contains a DCE.

PROOF. Since C is p-perfect, a p-nowhere dense, p-perfect subset C\ of G can

be found such that all the endpoints of the open interval components of R — Cx are

from r(C) (1(C)). This Cx is the desired DCE.

If C is a p-perfect subset of R let C — {x G C\ x is a two-sided limit point in

p\C).
A DCE is of type I if \i(C)\ = u and of type II if i(C) D C is p-dense in C.

PROPOSITION 1.3. If C is a DCE then C contains either a DCE of type I or

a DCE of type II.

PROOF. If D = i(C) n C" is p-dense in C then C is of type II. If D is not

p-dense in C, then there is an interval [a, b\ with a and b in C", \CC\ [a, b]\ > u, and

C n [a, b] n cl(D) = 0. It follows that Cx = C n [a, b] is a DCE of type I.
DEFINITION 1.4. A closed interval [a, b] is nice if a and 6 are in i(C) and

| [a, b] O C\ > to. A closed interval [a, b] is normal if both a and b are in i(C) fl C.
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LEMMA  1.5.   A DCE C of type I is not totally metacompact.

PROOF. Given a nice interval P = [a,b], construct an infinite disjoint family

T(P) of nice intervals and a family Q(P) of r|C-open sets in the following fashion:

First pick an arbitrary point e G i(C) n (a, b). Then e is a p-limit point of either

(a,e)nC or (e,b)C\C. Without loss of generality let e be a p-limit point of (a, e)C\C.

Since i(C) is dense in C there is an infinite disjoint family T(P) of nice subintervals

of (a, e) converging to e in p|C (i.e., each open interval containing e contains all but

finitely many members of T(P)). Without loss of generality the members of T(P)

may be assumed to have diameter less than (b — a) ■ 2~1.

If x G (U T(P)) — i(C), let Q = \c,d] be the unique element in T(P) containing

' {{c,x]r\C)\j{a} iî x G 1(C),

G(P,x)= I   ({x,d)nC)\j{b} \îxGr(C),

_ ((c,d)r\C)U{a,b} iîxGe(C).

In any case G(P, x) is a r|C-open set. Let

Q(P) = {g(P,x)\xg{JT(P)-i(C)}.

A sequence {P(n)| n G lo} of infinite disjoint families of nice intervals can be

defined inductively by letting P(0) — {[a, b]} consist of a nice interval and, for

each n G lo, let P(n + 1) = \J{T(P): P G P(n)}. Further, for every n G lo, let

9(n) = \JiS(P) ■ P e P{n)}, and let g = \J{Ç(n) -.uGlo}.
Since in the definition of T(P), e was a r|C-isolated point, it easily follows that

\JP(n) is r|C-closed for each n G lo. Thus the set F = f|{(U ^ W) n C\ n G lo}

is r|C-closed. Let tY be a base for the points of C — F such that no member of M

intersects F. It is easily seen that B = TV U Q U {{x}\ x G i(C)} is a base for t\C.

Suppose B has a point-finite subcover B'. Let §(n)' = B' n Q(ri) for each n G lo.

Since each G(P,x) contains at least one of the endpoints of P and 5(ri)' is point-

finite, for each n Glo and P G P(n) there are disjoint members Q(P, 0) and Q(P, 1)

in P(n + 1) such that Q(P,0)UQ(P,1) C P and (\JS(n)')n(Q(P,0)uQ(P, 1)) = 0.
For each / G w2 define a monotone decreasing sequence of nice intervals as

follows: Let K(f,0) - [a,b], K(f,l) = Q([a,b],f(l)), and if K(f,i) is defined
for i < n let K(f,n + 1) = Q(K(f,ri),f(n + 1)). For each / G u2 let {x(f)} =
f){K(f,n)nC\ n G lo}. Notice that Fx = {x(f)\ f G w2} Ç F. Since |Fi| > u>

and \i(C)\ = u, there exists x(f) G Fx - i(C). For each n G lo, x(f) £ \JQ(n)''.

Thus, since x(f) £ i(C) and x(f) £ \J)i, no member of B' contains x(f). From

this contradiction it follows that B has no point-finite subcover.

LEMMA 1.6.   A DCE of type II is not totally metacompact.

PROOF. Given a normal interval P — [a,b] an infinite family T(P) of normal

intervals and a family Q(P) of r|C-open subsets can be constructed as follows.

Let E = {ii, ¿2, ■ - • } be a countable p-dense subset of (i(C) n C) n [a, b}. Pick

a decreasing sequence {x¿| i G oj} of elements of E that converges to a and an

increasing sequence {j/¿| i G lo} of elements of E that converges to b such that

xr¡ < yo- Since a and b are in C" and D — i(C) n C' is p-dense in C such sequences

exist.
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Let

T{P) = {[xn+1,x„]\ nGLo}u{[yn,yn+i}\ n G lo} U {[x0,y0]}.

Clearly \JT(P) = (a,b).
If x G P PI (C - i(C)), then a r|C-open set G(P,x) is defined in the following

fashion. Let [c, d] be the unique member of T(P) such that x G (c,d). Let

G(P, x) = (¡x, d) n C) U ([a;, b] n z(C))

if z € r(C), or x G e(C) and x is the right endpoint of an interval component of

R - C. Let
G(P, x) = ((c, x}nC)U ([a, x] n i(C))

if x G 1(C) or x G e(C) and x is the left endpoint of an interval component of R — C.

Finally, let

G(P,x) = ((c,d)nC)U([a,b]r\i(C)),

if x is none of the above.

Next define a sequence {T(n)\ n G lo} oí families of normal intervals in the fol-

lowing way. Let T(0) consist of a single normal interval Pq. If T(0), T(l),..., T(k)

are defined let T(k + 1) = \J{T(P)\ P G T(k)} and make sure ifc+i is one of the

endpoints of some interval in T(k + 1). For each n G lo let

9(ri) = {G(P, x)\PG T(n),xG Pn(C- ¿(C))}.

Since {ii, t2,... ,tn} is used in defining Q(ri) it follows that § = \J{G(n)\ n G lo}

is a base for points in P0 n (C — i(C)). Thus B = $ U {{x}\ x G Pn C\i(C)} is a base

for r|P0 n C.

Suppose B' is a point-finite subcover of B. Let 9(nY = Q(ri) (~l B' for each n Glo

and let Q' = Q n S'.
The following definition is convenient. A set P G T(n + 1) is n-semicovered if,

for every i < n, (IJ Q(i)') n (P - i(C)) = 0 and IJ Q(ri)' DPfl i(C).
Claim 1. If P € T(n+1) is n-semicovered, then there is aj > n and Q G T(j+1)

such that Q Ç P and Q is y-semicovered.

To see that Claim 1 is true let j be the first integer greater than n such that

(l)9(J)') n (P - i(C)) y¿ 0. Then there exists Pi G T(j) such that Pj Ç P and
(U Q(J))C\(Pi-i(C)) ¿0.1ÎGG 9(j)' and Gn(Pi -i(C)) ^ 0, then G contains
one of the endpoints of Pi. Since Q(j)' is point-finite it follows that 5(Pi)' = {G G

9(j)'\ G n (Pi - i(C)) £ 0} is a finite set. Thus lj(£(¿)') n (Q - i(C)) = 0 for
all but finitely many Q G T(PX). On the other hand, any G G 9(Pi)' covers all

isolated points (i.e., elements of i(C)) of infinitely many Q G T(P\). Hence there

is a i-semicovered Q ç P, ç P with Q G T(Pi) Q P(j + 1).
Claim 2. There is an n G lo and a P G T(n + 1) such that P is n-semicovered.

The proof of Claim 2 is similar to the proof of Claim 1 and will be omitted.

By Claims 1 and 2 there is a sequence no < ni < ■ ■ • of natural numbers and

a corresponding nested sequence of intervals Pi,P2, ■. ■ such that for each j G lo,

Pj G T(nj + 1) and Pj is nj-semicovered. Let x G Ç\{CC\Pj\ j G lo}. If z € C — i(C)

then, from the definition of n^-semicovered, it follows that x £ (J §'. Thus B' does

not cover x. If £ € i(C) then, from the definition of nj-semicovered, Q' is not point-

finite at x. Thus Pq n C is not totally metacompact. Since total metacompactness

is a closed hereditary property it follows that C is not totally metacompact.

By Proposition 1.3 and Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6 the following theorem is established.
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THEOREM 1.7.   No DCE is totally metacompact.

2. The main theorem. To obtain the characterization of totally paracompact

real GO-spaces, the following two lemmas are used.

LEMMA 2.1 (R. TELGARSKY [T]). If a space X is paracompact and locally

totally paracompact, then it is totally paracompact.

LEMMA 2.2. If a space X has a compact subset C such that the subspace X — C

is totally paracompact, then X is totally paracompact.

The proof of Lemma 2.2 is left to the reader. Also note that if X is a GO-space

on the real line, then in Lemma 2.2, it is enough to assume that X — C is locally

totally paracompact. Indeed, since GO-spaces on the real line are hereditarily

paracompact [Lu], Lemma 2.1 applies to show that X — C is totally paracompact.

The following theorem is the desired characterization of total paracompactness

in real GO-spaces.

THEOREM 2.3. Given a GO-space (R, r) = GO(R, E, I, L) on the real line, the

following conditions are equivalent.

(a) (R, r) is totally paracompact.

(b) (R, r) is totally metacompact.

(c) (R, r) contains no DCE.

(d) For every nonempty real closed subspace C there is a p-open subset G such

that GnC/0, and t\(G fl C) is either the discrete topology or the p-topology on

GC\C.
(e) There is a countable ordinal a and a p-open cover Q = {Gß : ß < a} ofH

such that for each ß < a, r restricted to the subspace Mß — Gß — LK^-rl 7 < ß} 2S

either the discrete topology or the p-topology on Mß.

PROOF. (a)=>(b). Trivial.

(b)=>(c). This is the content of Theorem 1.7.

(c)=>(d). Suppose that (R, r) contains no DCE and let C be a nonempty p-closed

subset of R. If C contains a p-isolated point, we are done, so we may assume that

C is dense-in-itself. By Proposition 1.2, r(C) and 1(C) are nowhere dense in the

p-subspace topology of C. Then there are two cases.

Case 1. C — i(C) is not dense in the p-topology of C. Then there is a p-open

subset G such that 0 ^ G C\C Ç i(C), that is, r\(G C\ C) is the discrete topology.

Case 2. G — i(C) is dense in the p-topology on C. Then, to avoid a DCE, i(C)

must be p-nowhere dense. Then

r(C)Ul(C)Ui(C) ÇC-e(C)

is nowhere dense in the p-topology of C, so there is a p-open set G with 0 ^

GnCQ e(C). Then t\(GDC) is the p-topology.
(d)=>(e). Obvious.

(e)=>(a). For a point x G R, let the rank o(x) of x be the unique ordinal ß with

x G Mß. By induction on o(x) we shall prove that each x has a totally paracompact

r-neighborhood. Then the total paracompactness of (R, r) follows from Lemma 2.1.

Suppose ß < a and we are done for points with rank less than ß. Then let x G Mß

and let G be a p-open set with x G G and cl (G) Ç Gß. There are two cases to

consider.
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Case 1. If r\Mß is the discrete topology, then there is a r-open set V with V Ç G

and V n Mß — {x}. By the induction hypothesis, each y G V — {x} has a totally

paracompact r-neighborhood. Then, by Lemma 2.2, V is totally paracompact.

Case 2. If r\Mß is the p-topology, then Cß = cl(G) — \J{G1\^ < ß} is compact

in T and by the induction hypothesis, each point in cl(G) n (Ui^-ih < ß}) nas

a totally paracompact r-neighborhood. Then by Lemma 2.2, cl(G) is a totally

paracompact r-neighborhood of x.

COROLLARY 2.4. If a real GO-space (R,r) = GO(R,E,I,L) is totally meta-
compact, then (R, r) is metrizable.

PROOF. By Faber's Theorem [Fa, p. 48] it is enough to prove that (R,r) has a

(T-closed-discrete dense subset D 3 RD L. Making use of 2.3(e), let

A — \^{Mß\r\Mß is discrete},

and

B = \\{Mß\r\Mß is the p-topology}.

Since each Mß is an Fa subset in the p-topology, it follows that A is rj-closed

discrete in (R, r). Further, let 5 be a countable p-dense subset of (B,t\B). Since

by Proposition 1.2, R U L is countable, D = AU S U RU L satisfies the conditions

of Faber's theorem and, thus, (R, r) is metrizable.

The converse of Corollary 2.4 does not hold true. Indeed, the "anti-Michael line"

GO(0, R — Q, Q, 0) is metrizable, but it is not totally metacompact because [0,1]

is a DCE in the subspace topology.

3. Subspaces of the real line. The following natural problem remains open.

PROBLEM 3.1. Suppose that A" is a subspace of a real GO-space. What is

a necessary and sufficient condition for X to be totally paracompact (or totally

metacompact)?

Surprisingly enough we do not know the answer for subspaces of the real line

with the usual topology.

PROBLEM 3.2. What subspaces of the real line are totally paracompact (or

totally metacompact)?

The following partial results indicate some of the difficulties that arise when

trying to answer the above problems.

THEOREM 3.3 (MA(/c)). If X is a second countable space which is the union

of < K compact subsets, then X is totally paracompact.

PROOF. Let B be any base for X. Without loss of generality we may assume

that B is countable and closed under finite unions.

Let the poset P consist of all finite functions from lo into B x B such that if

p(i) = (pi(i), P2(i)) (i £ dom(p)), then for every i G dom(p)

(a) cl(pi(¿)) C \J{p2(j)\ j G dom(p), j < i} and

(b) pi(i) n (\J{p2Ü) '■ j € dom(p), y > i}) = 0 hold. If p and q are in P, then
define p < q by p D q. Clearly, |P| < lo and thus P is c.c.c.
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Claim.   If G is a compact subset of X, then D(C) = {p G P: lJ{Pi(*):   * €

dom(p)} D C} is dense in P.

Indeed, given a p G P, let

C' = C-\J{p2(i):iGdom(p)}.

Then let n be bigger than the maximal element of dom(p) and define P2(n) G S so

that P2(n) 3 C' and P2(n) n (\J{pi(i): i G dom(p)}) = 0. This can be done since

C' is compact, B is closed under finite unions and by (a),

U{cl(pi(¿)) : i G dom(p)} ç \J{p2(i) : i G dom(p)}.

Further define pi (ri) G B so that

G Ç pi(n) Ç cl(pi(n)) Ç |^J{p2(¿) : i G dom(p) or i — n}.

Then

pU{(p1(n),p2(n))}G£>(G).

Let X = {Ca : a < k} be a cover of X by compact subsets. By MA(/c), there is

a filter G Ç P such that G meets each D(Ca). It is then easy to see that

B' = {B G B : there is a p G G and i G lo with B = p2(i)}

is a locally finite subcover of B.

COROLLARY 3.4. (a) Every a-compact, second countable space is totally para-

compact. (b) (MA) Every subset of cardinality < 2W of the real line is totally

paracompact.

D. Lutzer asked (oral communication) whether a totally paracompact GO-space

X with a Gi-diagonal has to be metrizable. By Corollary 2.4, this is the case if A

is a GO-space on the real line.
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